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Applicant’s Response to An Bord Pleanála Notice of Pre-Application Consultation Opinion
Ref.: ABP-312081-21
1.0.

Introduction

1.1
Pre-application consultation with An Bord Pleanála in relation to the proposed Strategic Housing
Development (SHD) planning application submitted to An Bord Pleanála, on lands at ‘Harold’s Bridge Court’,
Harold’s Cross Road & Greenmount Lane, Harold’s Cross, Dublin 6W, under Section 5 of the Planning and
Development (Housing) and Residential Tenancies Act 2016, took place on 25th March 2022. The meeting was
held online via Microsoft Teams due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
1.2
An Bord Pleanála’s Notice of Pre-Application Consultation Opinion, hereafter “the Opinion”, under Ref.
ABP-312081-21, was received on 5th April 2022 and is enclosed within the Appendix of this report
1.3
The Opinion states that An Bord Pleanála: “is of the opinion that the documents submitted with the
request to enter into consultations require further consideration and amendment to constitute a reasonable basis
for an application for strategic housing development.”
1.4
In relation to same, the Opinion identifies 1 no. issue which needs to be addressed in the documents
submitted with the SHD application that could result in them constituting a reasonable basis for an application
for SHD.
This issue is as follows:
1.
Further consideration of, and possible amendment to the documents submitted with regard to
compliance with the zoning objectives relating to this site. In this regard, the documentation should include a
detailed statement of consistency and planning rationale, clearly outlining how in the prospective applicant’s
opinion, the proposed development is in compliance with local planning policies having specific regard to the Z6
zoning objective relating to the site – ‘to provide for the creation and protection of enterprise and facilitate
opportunities for employment creation’.
Justification for the principle of the proposed development on lands zoned Z6 should have regard to the specific
policies and principles of the Development Plan which state, inter alia, that
“A range of other uses including residential, local support businesses, are open for consideration on lands zoned
Z6 but are seen as subsidiary to their primary use as employment zones. The incorporation of other uses, such
as residential, recreation, and retail uses, will be at an appropriate ratio where they are subsidiary to the main
employment generating uses and shall not conflict with the primary land-use zoning objective, …”
“Any redevelopment proposals should ensure that the employment element should be in excess of that on site
prior to re-development in terms of the numbers employed and/or floor space.”
This may require possible amendment to the documents and/or design proposals submitted.
1.5
The Opinion also identifies 15 no. items of additional specific information that are to be submitted with
any application for permission.
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1.6
Documentation has been prepared and/or updated in response to the above requests to ensure that An
Bord Pleanála has all the information it requires to come to a reasoned decision on the proposed SHD
application. Section 2 of this Statement provides for a response to the issues raised in the Opinion and a
summary of the additional items requested in the Opinion, with reference to accompanying application
documentation where applicable.
1.7
The final proposals and application documentation, now put forward for permission, have had regard to
the points of discussion and issues raised during the course of the tripartite pre-application consultation meeting
held on 25th March 2022, and the 2 no. Section 247 meetings undertaken with the Planning Authority prior to the
tripartite meeting with both An Bord Pleanála and the Planning Authority.
1.8
This Statement refers to other documentation which forms part of the final SHD application pack and
will direct the reader to the relevant information within the application documentation, which demonstrates that
the issues raised during the course of pre-application consultation have been fully and satisfactorily dealt with
prior to the submission of this final SHD application.
2.0.

Response to An Bord Pleanála’s Opinion

2.1.

Issue to be Addressed

The Opinion following the pre-application stage for the proposed development sets out 1 no. issue which needs
to be addressed in the documents submitted with the SHD application. An Bord Pleanála (hereafter “the Board”)
considers that this issue needs to be addressed in the final documentation submitted to the Board in order to
ensure that the proposed development and supporting documentation would constitute a reasonable basis for
an application for strategic housing development. This issue is as follows:
1.
Further consideration of, and possible amendment to the documents submitted with regard to
compliance with the zoning objectives relating to this site. In this regard, the documentation should include a
detailed statement of consistency and planning rationale, clearly outlining how in the prospective applicant’s
opinion, the proposed development is in compliance with local planning policies having specific regard to the Z6
zoning objective relating to the site – ‘to provide for the creation and protection of enterprise and facilitate
opportunities for employment creation’.
Justification for the principle of the proposed development on lands zoned Z6 should have regard to the specific
policies and principles of the Development Plan which state, inter alia, that
“A range of other uses including residential, local support businesses, are open for consideration on lands zoned
Z6 but are seen as subsidiary to their primary use as employment zones. The incorporation of other uses, such
as residential, recreation, and retail uses, will be at an appropriate ratio where they are subsidiary to the main
employment generating uses and shall not conflict with the primary land-use zoning objective, …”
“Any redevelopment proposals should ensure that the employment element should be in excess of that on site
prior to re-development in terms of the numbers employed and/or floor space.”
This may require possible amendment to the documents and/or design proposals submitted.
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Response:
The Dublin City Development Plan 2016-2022, (hereafter ‘CDP’) is the relevant Development Plan in place,
against which this application for permission will be assessed. Please refer to the submitted “Statement of
Consistency” which details how the proposed development is compliant with the relevant policies, objectives
and standards of the CDP. It should also be noted, however, that the Draft Dublin City Development Plan 20222028 was placed on public display until 14th February 2022 and the Chief Executive’s response to the issues
raised in the submissions received regarding the Draft Plan have been submitted to the City Council for the
Elected Members to consider. It is our understanding that the Elected Members will consider the Draft Dublin
City Development Plan 2022-2028 and the Chief Executive’s Report in July 2022, and the Elected Members will
either make or amend the Draft Dublin City Development Plan. If any of the amendments are considered to be
a Material Alteration to the Draft Plan they will be placed on public display for a four week period during which
time further public submissions can be made. To that end, this application for permission is accompanied by a
Statement of Compliance, which sets out how the proposed development complies with the Draft Dublin City
Development Plan 2022-2028 that was placed on public display – please refer to this enclosed stand-alone
document.
The following sets out the current planning context and zoning of the subject site in accordance with the 20162022 CDP.
The majority of the site is zoned ‘Z1’ - “Sustainable Residential Neighbourhoods”, the objective of which is “To
protect, provide for and improve residential amenities”. On the ‘Z1’ part of the site, sits the existing housing
development known as Harold’s Bridge Court, accessed via Harold’s Cross Road. It also accommodates a
modest two-storey terrace of Clare Villas (No’s 1-3) which are currently accessed from a laneway off Parnell
Road. Harold’s Bridge Court is a gated residential scheme consisting of 50 no. dwellings, comprised of four no.
blocks of 3 storey duplex units and 2 no. single storey buildings, with associated surface car parking and areas
of amenity open space.
The second zoning on this site is ‘Z6’ - “Employment / Enterprise” and has an objective: “to provide for the
creation and protection of enterprise and facilitate opportunities for employment creation”. The ‘Z6’ zoning is
located to the western part of the site, adjacent to Greenmount Lane. It is important to note that this has no
direct relationship to the Greenmount Industrial Estate to the west, which is accessed via Greenmount Avenue.
The ‘Z6’ part of the site is currently occupied by an existing warehouse. Refer to Fig. 1 overleaf for current land
use zonings.
In relation to the part of the site subject to the ‘Z6’ zoning, the applicant is cognisant that while the ‘Z6’ land use
zoning caters for primarily employment uses, that a range of other uses, including inter alia residential use, are
open for consideration on ‘Z6’ lands and that, as part of this zoning objective, the existing CDP states that these
uses are subsidiary to the primary use, which is an employment zone.
We note, however, that the Draft CDP 2022-2028, proposes to change the Z6 zoning to proposed Z1 zoning
“Sustainable Residential Neighbourhoods”, as indicated in Fig. 2 overleaf.
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Fig. 1 - Identification of ‘Z6’ zoning on
the western part of the site (marked with
an X). The remainder of the site is zoned
‘Z1’, under the 2016-2022 Dublin City
Development Plan.
Extract from Map H of the CDP

Fig. 2 - Identification of proposed
change from ‘Z6’ zoning to ‘Z1’
zoning on the western part of the
site (marked with an X), as per the
Draft 2022-2028 Dublin City
Development Plan.
Extract from Map H of the Draft
CDP

X
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The subject site is covered by the Z1 and Z6 land use zonings under the current Plan in place. Residential use
is permissible under the Z1 land use zoning site as well as the proposed retail use (i.e. shop local) and childcare
facility/crèche. It is put forward that the redevelopment of these lands to provide for an increase in density is
considered reasonable given policy for the intensification of sites within the urban area so as to provide for a
more compact sustainable city.
The western part of the site, covered by the Z6 zoning, and occupied by a warehouse building, is c. 0.19Ha in
area. We note from the planning history associated with this site (An Bord Pleanála Ref. PL29S.247583) that in
February 2017 the Inspector stated that the existing building on the Z6 part of the site was “a disused warehouse
the last occupant of which was Eircom”. We confirm that since 2019, the MART Studios have been using this
building as artist studios and sustainable workspace for the creative community in Dublin. We enclose a
document as part of this application that explains who MART Studios are and what they do – please refer to
same.
We note that the primary objective for Z6 zoned lands is to facilitate long-term economic development in the city
region. The CDP states that “the uses in these areas should create dynamic and sustainable employment and
uses would ideally include innovation, creativity, research and development, science and technology and the
development of emerging industries and technologies, such as green/clean technologies”. Under the Z6 land
use zoning, cultural, creative and artistic enterprise and uses are uses that are permitted in principle.
Under the Z6 zoning, the CDP states that in addition to the aforementioned range of uses provided for on Z6
lands, that “a range of other uses including residential, local support businesses, are open for consideration on
lands zoned Z6 but are seen as subsidiary to their primary use as employment zones. The incorporation of other
uses, such as residential, recreation, and retail uses, will be at an appropriate ratio where they are subsidiary to
the main employment generating uses and shall not conflict with the primary land-use zoning objective, nor with
the vitality and viability of nearby district centres”.
The CDP requires that within the Z6 zoning, the following development principles shall apply, in addition to
complying with land-use zoning:
Employment: To create dynamic and sustainable employment areas. Any redevelopment proposals on Z6 lands
should ensure that the employment element on site should be in excess of that on site prior to re-development
in terms of the numbers employed and/or floor space.
Compliance: The floor area of the existing warehouse, currently occupied by artists for work studios is
1,178sq.m. The current proposal seeks to provide 22 no. work studios, and exhibition / gallery space laid out
over two floors totalling 1,958sq.m, thereby being an increase of 780sq.m (a 60% increase) in existing floor
space.
Uses: To incorporate mixed uses in appropriate ratios. All such uses, including residential and retail, shall be
subsidiary to employment-generating uses and shall not conflict with the primary aim of the Z6 land-use zoning
to provide for the employment requirements of the city over the Development Plan period and beyond and shall
not detract from existing centres.
Compliance: The proposed development on the Z6 part of the site will accommodate Block D which is
comprised of 22 no. work studios and exhibition / gallery space laid out over two floors totalling 1,958sq.m, with
25 no. studio and apartments overhead, comprising a net floor area of 1,457.34sq.m. The gross floor area of the
residential use within Block D is 1,700.37sq., The ratio of gross employment generating space to residential floor
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space, within Block D is 54% employment generating space to 46% residential space, and the net employment
generating space to residential floor space, within Block D is 57% employment generating space to 43%
residential space. This proposed ratio of uses on the Z6 part of the site complies with the zoning requirements
where the proposed residential use is subsidiary to the main employment generating uses, therefore not
conflicting with the primary land use zoning objective nor the vitality and viability of nearby district centres.
Transport: To maximise access to public transport connections and proposed public transport infrastructure in
accordance with development plan land-use and transportation policies to accommodate the sustainable
movement needs of employees (and residents) and to incorporate travel plans.
Compliance: The subject site enjoys close proximity to existing and planned public transport infrastructure and
services. The submitted Traffic and Transport Assessment (TTA) – section 2.3 confirms that the subject site is
well served in terms of public transport provision. There is a Quality Bus Corridor (QBC) running along Harold’s
Cross Road utilised by Dublin Bus routes 16, 16c, 49, 54a and 9. The aforementioned bus routes travel along
the Harold’s Cross Road corridor which lies to the east of the subject site. In addition, the closest Green Line
Luas interchange to the subject site is located 1.3km (16min) to the east of the proposed development site. The
Green Line is accessible via its Charlemont interchange, which is also identified as being a future Metro link
passenger stop. The existing Luas line offers accessibility to City Centre and other Dublin neighbourhoods such
as Ranelagh, Dundrum, or Sandyford.
Cycling is considered one of the most sustainable modes of transport and there has been a significant
improvement in the offering of bike sharing schemes in Dublin. There are a number of public bike sharing
schemes of which the Dublinbikes is the leading example, with other schemes such as Bleeper bikes.
Dublinbikes serves the subject site with station no.43 “Portobello Road”. With space for 30 no. bikes, this station
is located on the northern side of the Grand Canal. It is an 8-minute walk from the subject site. The Bleeper firm
secured a license in May 2018 to operate Dublin City Council’s stationless bicycle hire scheme. This scheme
uses a phone application and bicycles can be picked up and left anywhere that traditional bicycle parking is
permitted, and they do not require custom built docking bays. This initiative is currently available in the area of
the proposed development site.
GoCar is car sharing membership-based scheme founded in May 2008. After joining the scheme, a member
can rent a car or van from €8/hour for a time period of as little as half an hour or 24/7, 365 days a year. GoCar
is a successful on demand mobility initiative and reducing the need for owning private cars. GoCar is available
in vicinity of the subject site with the closest GoCar base being within approximately 110m or 1 minutes walking
distance of the subject site. The proposed developments seeks to cater for 4 no. club car spaces.
Section 2.4 of the submitted TTA sets out details of the existing public transport capacity in the environs while
section 2.8 provides details of the proposed/planned transport infrastructure. One such service will be Bus
Connects with the the proposed development being approx. 50m (1min) from the nearest bus stop which will
serve the radial Core Bus Corridor (CBC) of Kimmage to City Centre (CBC no. 11) where bus journey time is
anticipated to be approximately 10-15 minutes along the 4km route with 18 stops, once constructed. The
submitted TTA asserts that the site is well positioned in terms of its location in proximity to high-quality and highfrequency public transport and active travel linkages.
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Built Environment: To create a distinct identity for individual areas with a high-quality, physical environment and
coherent urban structure.
Compliance: The overall proposed development, which straddles both Z1 and Z6 zonings, has been conceived
as a new high quality, high density addition to the existing urban grain of Harold’s Cross, both a distinct part of
the greater locale and a small urban development in and of itself. The primary urban design moves are:
 Reintroduction of a high-quality active facade to Harold’s Cross Road, incorporating residential over ground
floor commercial uses;
 Creation of a new street that runs from east to west through the site that not only opens up this gated site but
also links Harold’s Cross Road to Greenmount Lane;
 Introduction of new cycle and pedestrian routes through the site, including connecting into Limekiln Lane;
 Creation of a series of high-quality designed buildings that form a network of streets, courtyards and
greenspaces, with well orientated and overlooked public and residential amenity spaces;
 Retention and enhancement of existing green spaces, trees and planting, and urban habitats within the site;
 Creation of a series of new mixed-use buildings with residential, commercial, childcare and artist studio uses
facing on to Harold’s Cross Road, Greenmount Lane and the New Link Street with associated public spaces.
The layout of the scheme allows for the creation of distinctive streets and public open spaces, which will instil a
strong sense of place for future residents and daily users, through variety in scale, height and materiality. The
proposal will provide an attractive new mixed-use development at an appropriate scale. The scale and pattern
of the development also takes into account the configuration of and constraints on the site, as well as
neighbouring properties. As can be seen from the submitted contiguous elevations, CGI’s and verified views,
views have been carefully considered in order to enhance the area with the proposed development being
sensitive to the character of the surrounding area.
The scale and form of existing buildings adjacent to the site are typically one/two to five storey residential,
commercial and light industrial uses. In order to tie in with the existing streetscape along Harold’s Cross Road,
a four storey eaves / parapet line has been established on the facade of the proposed Block A, with upper floors
stepping back to create roof gardens and terraces. As one moves from the edges into the site, the heights
achievable are increased. Heights are gently layered away from the edges of the site, moving from 2-3-4 storeys,
through to 7 and 9 storeys in the centre of the development. This layering serves to reduce the perception of the
scale of the development, maintain a comfortable relationship with the existing context and achieves a good
building density in compliance with national policy.
Block D is located on the Z6 zoned portion of the site, and it is proposed to accommodate 22 no. artist studios
and exhibition / gallery space, in a new building, featuring ground and first floor artist studios, gallery spaces and
services. These studio spaces are accessed primarily from Greenmount Lane and would promote an active use
and street frontage both onto Greenmount Lane and the new public open space. Studios can be accessed
directly from the street or collectively from the central hall space. Above the studios, 2-3 storeys of residential
apartments are located in two linear bar arrangements, with own door access from a common roof terrace/
communal space which doubles as an elevated residential amenity for occupiers.
Block D’s design and architecture references the industrial character and nature of Greenmount Lane,
incorporating a heavy, rough cast insitu concrete frame on the ground and first floor elevations, with an industrial
metal cladding to the second, third and fourth floor forms, which step back from the street edge to create
balconies and terraces, while responding to the abrupt changes in scale from 3/4 storey warehouse and
commercial, to single storey workman’s cottages.
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Landscape: To exploit and integrate natural amenities, biodiversity considerations and emerging strategic green
networks in the layout of emerging urban structures (see Sections 10.5.1 – Green infrastructure and 16.2 –
Design principles and standards). For large developments, a schematic masterplan will be prepared and
submitted as part of the planning application.
Compliance: The landscape strategy for the entire site, aims to integrate the new built development with

the existing landscape and create a network of attractive and usable open spaces while contributing to
local biodiversity. The character of the landscape proposed varies from sheltered ornamental and
biodiversity gardens, open urban gardens and lawn areas, woodland boundary planting and public
streetscapes and open spaces. The public green areas are designed as landscape spaces that offer
the opportunity for meeting, walking and formal and informal play. Central to the landscape strategy is
the provision of semi-private landscape spaces, roof gardens and the connection of surrounding streets
through the development. The pedestrian ‘public link street’ is an integral aspect of the overall strategy
and proposes to connect Harold’s Cross Road to the east with Greenmount and Limekiln Lanes to the
west and south-west. The primary central route will function as a recreational route and will be defined
by large street trees, planting design and surface material.
The proposed development includes subtle boundary treatments, primarily through soft landscaping to
ensure that appropriate interfaces with neighbouring properties and public spaces are provided, with
existing boundaries and structural boundaries being complemented by ornamental and woodland
planting.
Given the size of the overall site as 1.01Ha, with the Z6 part of the site occupying c. 0.19Ha, a
masterplan has not been prepared for the proposed development, however, detailed architectural and
landscape design strategies/reports are submitted with this application – please refer to same.
Proposed uses (e.g. civic amenity/ recycling centres) with the potential to create significant disamenity to
adjoining properties/sites must demonstrate to the satisfaction of the planning authority that such disamenity will
be controlled to an acceptable level. The impacts on any existing uses or permissible future use and the
nature/sensitivity of such uses will be taken into account in determining the planning application. In some cases,
measures such as site redesign, provision of noise insulation or perimeter landscape buffers, containment of
yard operations within a building, or comprehensive boundary treatment may help control potential negative
externalities. Environmental impact statements may be required in some cases in accordance with legislation.
Compliance: The proposed development does provide for uses that will create disamenity, with an operational
waste management and property management strategy report submitted as part of the application – please refer
to same. This application is accompanied by a range of reports that has assessed the overall proposal in terms
of impacts on the receiving environment, with all reports asserting / concluding that the proposed development
is acceptable.
Taking into consideration that the current proposal will provide for an additional 780sq.m of employment /
enterprise floor space than is currently on site, with a proposal to build 25 no. dwellings overhead, all
accommodated in Block D, on Z6 zoned lands, it is put forward that this complies with the Z6 zoning objective
to facilitate long-term economic development in the city region, with residential use being subsidiary to the artist
work studios use.
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The proposed development will foster a new community in an urban quarter through its mix of unit types and
sizes; provision of residential facilities; high quality architectural design and landscaped settlement which also
provides for connectivity and permeability into neighbouring areas on the west, south and east of the site. While
the majority of the application site is zoned Z1 for residential use, the western part of the site is zoned Z6 which
is for employment use but the CDP states that residential use is open for consideration on Z6 lands. The
development seeks to provide uses such as creative and artistic enterprise with residential use overhead, which
is at an appropriate ratio where it is subsidiary to the main employment generating use. The proposed split of
employment use at 54% and residential use at 46% on the Z6 zoned part of this site complies with the zoning
requirements whereby the proposed residential use is subsidiary to the main employment generating use and
therefore does not conflict with the primary land use zoning objective nor the vitality and viability of nearby district
centres.
The submitted TTA and Mobility Management Plan demonstrate that the subject site is well served by existing
and planned public transport infrastructure, therefore future users and residents of the site, including workers
will have access to good public transport services.
Please also refer to the submitted “Statement of Consistency” for more details on how the proposed development
complies with national, regional and local planning policies and standards, particularly the current 2016-2022
Dublin City Development Plan. In addition, a “Statement of Compliance” with the Draft Dublin City Development
Plan 2022-2028 is also submitted as a separate document – please also refer to same.

2.2.

Additional Specific Information

The Opinion sets out 15 no. specific items of information that are to be submitted with the SHD planning
application. The Board consider that these items / information need to be addressed / included in the final
documentation submitted to the Board in order to ensure that the proposed development and supporting
documentation would constitute a reasonable basis for an application for strategic housing development.
Each of the 15 no. items raised within the Opinion are set out below, and a response is provided thereto, referring
to other documentation or sections within documents which provide a more detailed or technical response where
relevant.
Item 1 - A detailed Housing Quality Assessment, demonstrating compliance with relevant development standards.
The application should clearly identify those dwelling units indicated as dual aspect units.
Response:
Delphi Design has prepared the submitted Housing Quality Assessment which is enclosed as a standalone
document and demonstrates compliance of the proposed apartments with the standards set out in the 2020
‘Sustainable Urban Housing: Design Standards for New Apartments, Guidelines for Planning Authorities’, and
identifies the aspect of all units.
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Item 2 - An updated and complete Townscape and Visual Impact Assessment, and updated CGS’s, which should
have regard to final proposed materials and finishes. Such assessment should take account of the reduced
screening effects of any foliage / vegetation in winter months.
Macro Works have prepared the submitted Townscape and Visual Impact Assessment. In addition, 3D Design
Bureau has prepared the submitted CGI’s and verified views, which illustrate what the proposed development will
look like in winter months without the benefit of full foliage on trees. Please refer to each of the aforementioned
documents.
Response:
Item 3 - Proposed pedestrian and cycle connections to adjoining public roads should be clearly identified. The
application should demonstrate that the building set-back provides for satisfactory levels of pedestrian provision
along Greenfield Lane.
Response:
The site plan has been designed with a high degree of permeability and connectivity, with emphasis on green
movement and restricted accommodation of cars within the scheme. The new street linking Harold’s Cross Road
to Greenmount Lane will cater for through pedestrian and cyclist access, however, through vehicular access will
not be permitted. Vehicular access will be catered for into the site at either side (east and west), but only traffic
associated with Block D is to be afforded off Greenmount Lane. Block D which fronts onto Greenmount Lane has
been set back 3.3m from the edge of the footpath thus catering for appropriate pedestrian traffic along here.
Please refer to the submitted site layout plan, architectural design statement and Fig.s 3 and 4 to identify the
proposed pedestrian and cycle paths/routes through the proposed development.

Fig. 3 – Pedestrian
Access Routes
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Fig. 4 – Proposed
pedestrian & cyclist routes
through the site

Item 4 - Details of areas intended to be taken in charge by the local authority.
Response: Delphi Design Architects have prepared the submitted drawing no. PS.12 “Taking In Charge” which
illustrates the areas that will be proposed to be taken in charge and areas that will be subject to a management
company - please refer to same.
Item 5 - The application should include a comprehensive daylight and sunlight assessment examining the
proposed dwelling units and amenity / open spaces, as well as potential impacts on daylight and sunlight to
adjoining properties. In preparing such assessment regard should be had to the provisions of section 3.2 of the
Urban Development and Building Heights Guidelines for Planning Authorities (2018) and to the approach outlined
in guides like the BRE ‘Site Layout Planning for Daylight and Sunlight’ (2nd edition) or BS 8206-2: 2008 – ‘Lighting
for Buildings – Part 2: Code of Practice for Daylighting’.
The assessment should provide a comprehensive view of the performance of the entire development in respect
of daylight provision. Where any alternative, compensatory design solutions in respect of daylight are proposed,
these should be clearly identified and justified, and their effect appropriately described and / or quantified. The
assessment should demonstrate that due regard was had to any screening to balconies or windows proposed to
address potential overlooking of adjoining properties.
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Response:
A Daylight and Sunlight Assessment has been prepared for subject application by 3D Design Bureau and is
submitted as a separate document – for further details please refer to same. The following is a summary of the
findings of the report:
The assessment has been broken down into the following two main categories, of which there are sub categories
summarised further below:


Impact assessment: Effect on the surrounding environment and properties, which includes Vertical Sky
Component (VSC), Annual and Winter Probable Sunlight Hours (APSH/WPSH) and Sun On Ground
(SOG) analysis. The effects were assessed in the baseline state versus the proposed state;



Scheme Performance: Daylight and sunlight assessment of the proposed development, which includes
Sun On Ground (SOG) in the proposed amenity spaces, Sunlight Exposure (SE) and Spatial Daylight
Autonomy (SDA) to the habitable rooms.

The impact assessment that was carried out for the purpose of this report has studied the potential levels of
effect the surrounding existing environment and/or properties would sustain should the proposed development
be built as proposed.
This impact assessment covers the following categories:
 Effect on daylight (VSC) to surrounding properties;
 Effect on sunlight to surrounding properties;
 Effect on sun on ground (SOG) to surrounding external amenity spaces such as gardens and public parks.
The BRE Guidelines recommend that if any part of a new building or extension, measured in a vertical section
perpendicular to a main window wall of an existing building, from the centre of the lowest window, does not
subtend an angle of more than 25˚ to the horizontal, then the daylighting and sunlighting of the existing building
are unlikely to be adversely affected. Using this guidance as a rule of thumb, the surrounding context was
carefully considered to ensure all properties and amenity spaces that may potentially experience a level of effect
were included in the study.
The scheme performance assessment of the proposed development included an analysis of the levels of sun
on ground (SOG) to the proposed amenity spaces, as well as sunlight exposure (SE) and spatial daylight
autonomy (SDA) in the habitable rooms of the proposed units within the development. All external amenity
spaces as identified by the architect were assessed for SOG and all residential units were assessed for SE and
SDA.
The submitted report has taken into account the recently published BRE - Site Layout Planning for Daylight and
Sunlight: a Guide to Good Practice (2022). This document will be referred to as the BRE Guidelines in this report.
3D Design Bureau asserts that at the time of writing the submitted report, the BRE Guidelines are in the third
edition (BRE 209). The BRE Guidelines sets out recommendations for appropriate levels of daylight and sunlight
within a proposed development, as well as providing guidance on impacts arising from a proposed development
to surrounding properties and amenity areas. Whilst the primary reference document for the BRE Guidelines is
BS EN 17037, there are some subtle differences between BRE 209 and BS EN 17037. For the purposes of this
report, the BRE Guidelines (BRE 209) is considered the primary reference. A detailed description of the various
recommendations for impact assessment and scheme performance is contained in section “4.0 Assessment
Overview” on page 14 of the submitted report by 3D Design Bureau – please refer to same.
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The submitted report notes that the BRE Guidelines (BRE 209), will be the primary reference document for this
report as it is referenced in both Sustainable Urban Housing: Design Standards for New Apartments (2020) and
Urban Development and Building Heights (2018). For daylight within proposed developments, a supplementary
study will be carried out under the criteria of I.S. EN 17037. Neither the British Standard, European Standard,
British Annex to the European Standard nor the BRE Guide set out rigid standards or limits. They are all
considered advisory documents.
The BRE Guide is preceded by the following very clear statement as to how the design advice contained therein
should be used: “The advice given here is not mandatory and the guide should not be seen as an instrument of
planning policy; its aim is to help rather than constrain the designer. Although it gives numerical guidelines, these
should be interpreted flexibly since natural lighting is only one of many factors in site layout design.” That the
recommendations of the BRE Guide are not suitable for rigid application to all developments in all contexts, is
of particular importance in the context of national and local policies for the consolidation and densification of
urban areas or when assessing applications for highly constrained sites (e.g. lands in close proximity or
immediately to the south of residential lands).
The submitted study has assessed the Spatial Daylight Autonomy (SDA) received in all habitable rooms across
all floors of the proposed development. This has ensured that a clear understanding has been obtained regarding
the daylight performance of the proposed development. This proposed development consists of 194 no. units,
which makes up approximately 502 no. habitable rooms. Under the criteria as set out in the BRE 209, the SDA
value in 479 no. habitable rooms meet or exceed their target values. This gives a circa compliance rate of ~95%.
For a scheme of this size, this could be considered an good level of compliance.
I.S. EN 17037 sets out more onerous recommendations for SDA. As such, the number of rooms achieving
compliance is 375, giving a reduced circa compliance rate of ~75%.
With regards to internal daylighting, Section 6.7 of the Sustainable Urban Housing: Design Standards for New
Apartments December 2020, states the following: “Where an applicant cannot fully meet all of the requirements
of the daylight provisions above, this must be clearly identified and a rationale for any alternative, compensatory
design solutions must be set out, which planning authorities should apply their discretion in accepting taking
account of its assessment of specific (sic). This may arise due to design constraints associated with the site or
location and the balancing of that assessment against the desirability of achieving wider planning objectives.
Such objectives might include securing comprehensive urban regeneration and or an effective urban design and
streetscape solution.” Where rooms are compliant with the criteria of BRE 209 and non-compliant with I.S. EN
17037, it could be considered that this is due to the exceptionally high standards required to achieve compliance
with I.S. EN 17037 rather than an indication of insufficient daylight. Based on the above statements,
compensatory measures have been incorporated into the design of the proposed development where rooms do
not achieve the daylight provision targets in accordance with the standards they were assessed against within
the primary study (BRE 209).
Where units/rooms do not achieve the recommended level of daylight with regards to BRE 209 and the
compensatory design measure for each as supplied by the project architect are set out (refer to page 127 of the
submitted report). The following should also be noted - the project architects have stated:
“We accept that some balconies and living rooms may not meet the BRE recommendations for sun lighting in
certain locations at the lower levels of the development, however, a high level of residential amenity will be
delivered for all the residents of this scheme, such as:
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a) In this urban infill site, a strong emphasis was placed on catering for high-quality sun lit areas such as the
public and communal spaces, as well as private amenity spaces and roofgardens, which ensures that sunlit
spaces will be accessible to all residents within the development and not just those with more favourably
orientated apartments. A wide variety of communal amenity areas are also provided for within the scheme at the
Ground, First, Third, Sixth and Seventh floors across each of the residential blocks. Furthermore, there is a good
provision of communal amenity space, of 1348sq.m and an excess of public open space at 13.3% of the site,
which can be likened to a compensatory measure for certain apartments receiving below the BRE
recommendations. All amenity spaces surpass the sun-lighting requirement by substantial margins.
b) The design of the private balconies has been influenced by the necessity to provide shelter and protection
from the wind in addition to any sunlighting requirement. In this regard, all balconies are fully or partially recessed
into the block, and we recognize that these recessed balconies will naturally reduce sunlight exposure, but they
will ultimately contribute to a more user-friendly and comfortable private amenity space for residents. It should
also be noted, however, that a high proportion of balconies are substantially larger than the required areas for
private open space, thus affording increased residential amenity for future residents of the development.
c) In order to improve sun lighting to all ground floor units, the floor to ceiling height has been set at a generous
3.0m to 3.7m in height and ground floor windows will be 2.7m-3m high, which is substantially higher than the
2.1m standard height.”
The submitted report concludes that: “3D Design Bureau (3DDB) were commissioned to carry out a daylight
assessment, sunlight assessment and shadow study for the Harold’s Cross, Dublin 8 Residential Development.
The impact assessment for this report has quantified the effect the proposed development would have on the
level of daylight and sunlight received by neighbouring properties/environment that are in close proximity to the
proposed development.
Some levels of impact are expected to the surrounding properties in terms of VSC and APSH/WPSH. The impact
may have been exaggerated somewhat due to the raising of finished floor levels that were critically required
from a flood risk perspective. It should also be noted that there is full compliance on the level of impact with
regards to Sun On Ground to the neighbouring gardens.
The scheme performance assessment for this report has quantified the level of daylight and sunlight within the
proposed development.
The proposed development is performing well considering the constraints of the site and the level of density
being proposed, with a compliance rate of ~95% for the SDA under the BRE guidelines. All proposed amenity
spaces will receive good levels of sunlight”.

Item 6 - Further consideration with regard to the relationship of the proposed development with adjoining lands to
the north and south. It should be demonstrated that the proposed development would not prejudice any future
development / redevelopment of those lands, having particular regard to the proximity of Blocks B and C, and
associated windows and balconies, to the northern and southern site boundaries.
Response:
Please refer to the submitted Delphi Design Architectural Design Statement which details the relationship of the
proposed development with adjoining sites and their future development potential. The subject site is an urban
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infill site that is surrounded by a mix of uses including residential, office and industrial uses of varying heights and
scale.
To the north, facing onto Parnell Road is the Greenmount Office Park, which essentially backs onto the subject
site and is comprised of 2 storey offices. It is considered that given its locational context that this site could
potentially be developed in the future to accommodate a landmark building, announcing the entrance into Harold's
Cross from the north, as one travels from the city centre and canal. It is considered that a building could be
positioned on that site at the north-east corner that would provide a strong urban edge to Parnell Road, while
enclosing the public space to its rear on the subject application site.
On the western side of the Greenmount Office Park site, i.e. its western side, we understand that there are
constraints to development due to an underground stream that continues southwards through the subject
application site. It is considered that a quality open space could be located over this no-build area, facing the
canal and acting as a buffer between the buildings and the adjoining terrace of houses further west along Parnell
Road.
To the south of the main access route into the development from Harold’s Cross Road and east of the proposed
Block C, is Argus House, which sits next to (in behind) Greenmount House that faces onto Harold’s Cross Road.
It is considered that a redevelopment of this site could form a layout similar to the subject application site, creating
a strong urban edge to the Harold’s Cross Road, while forming an enclosed, south facing courtyard to the rear.
To the south of Greenmount House and Argus House, and south/south-east of the application site is the Boyne
Court residential development. On the western side of Boyne Court and immediately south of the proposed Block
C, there is a continuation of the no-build area that runs north-south through the application site. However, similar
to the suggested layout for Argus House, it is considered the site could be developed with a strong urban edge to
the Harold’s Cross Road, while forming an enclosed, south facing courtyard to the rear. A second block would
face on to Limekiln Lane, positioned to allow for a 20m setback from the existing cottages and the underground
stream. This space could be used as public open space with its favourable orientation and potential to link into
the proposed open space on the application site.
Please refer to section 4.4 of the submitted Architectural Design Statement for further details.
Item 7 - The application should provide detailed section drawings and other visualisations clearly describing the
relationship with adjoining residential properties and demonstrating how the development will address potential
overlooking and overbearing impacts thereon, having regard to the transition in heights between the development
its surroundings. Particular regard should be had to the relationship with properties on Limekiln Lane and Boyne
Court.
Response:
Delphi Design Architects have prepared a series of contiguous elevations drawings as well as site section
drawings (drawings no.s PS15-PS22) which illustrate the relationship between the proposed development and
adjoining properties. Please also refer to section 4.6 of the submitted Architectural Design Statement which
carefully explains the relationship with properties on Limekiln Lane and Boyne Court.
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The Boyne Court apartments which are located directly south of the site, on a spacious plot with open space,
tennis court and parking areas. The Boyne Court buildings are 3 storeys in height and well orientated, with a
boundary on to Greenmount Avenue. The rear block, nearest the application site, has gables facing north and
south that contain small obscured windows to non-habitable rooms, with windows to the apartment living and
bedroom spaces located on the east and west facades. The proposed Block C south gable elevation faces on
to the southern boundary of the subject application site, overlooking the existing Boyne Court open space. As
there is a no-build zone that extends into this open space by virtue of the underground stream location, this area
of the adjoining site will remain as open space and will unlikely be built on any time in the future. Block C has a
separation distance of 6.1 metres corner to corner with the rear apartment building, stepping back from the fourth
to seventh floors to create south facing roof terraces and balconies, while reducing the overbearing significantly.

Fig. 5 – Excerpt of proposed site plan identifying Block C’s position relative to Boyne Court to its south
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Block C

Fig. 6 – Site Section

Fig. 7 – CGI View of south boundary condition with Boyne Court Apartments

The proposed Block D, on the west boundary of the site, faces onto Greenmount Lane, and has a part three,
four and five storey gable elevation that faces on to the boundary with Greenmount Lane and Limekiln Lane
cottages. The cottages are single storey structures, laid out in linear streets and located directly south of the
proposed Block D which will accommodate mixed uses, i.e. artist workshops and associated exhibition space at
ground and first floors, with residential use overhead in the form of 22 no. studios and apartments.
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The new block presents a gable elevation that is stepped back from the boundary line by 1 metre, with small,
obscured windows facing over the cottages. The gable is broken up with a two-storey privacy screen that
encloses the elevated communal spaces and prevents overlooking of the cottages from all walkways, balconies
and communal areas.
The cottages are directly south of Block D and no overshadowing or reduction in daylight or sunlight will occur.
Amenity spaces/ small yards to the rear of the cottages will retain their privacy and remain unaffected by the
proposal. The two end cottages that gable on to the application site are in the ownership of the applicant.

Fig. 8 – Excerpt of proposed site plan identifying Block D’s position relative to the neighbouring cottages
along Greenmount Lane and Limekiln Lane.
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Fig. 9 – Street Elevation along Greenmount Lane

Fig. 10 – CGI View of west boundary condition with single storey cottages to Limekiln and Greenmount Lanes
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Item 8 - With regard to Block B, further detail should be provided with regard to proposed screens to windows and
balconies to address potential overlooking of properties on Parnell Road. Such detail should address the nature,
function and effectiveness of the proposed screens as well as an assessment of their impact on the quality, value
and daylighting of these residential amenity spaces.
Response:
Please refer to the submitted Delphi Design Architectural Design Statement (pages 42-44) as well as the submitted
drawings of Block B, namely drawing no.s PA.07 & PA.08 which provide details of the proposed screens to
windows and balconies to address potential overlooking of properties on Parnell Road.
Located in the centre of the scheme Block B consists of two block elements of 9 and 5 storeys linked by a low 3
storey element, all of which enclose a small semi-private, north facing courtyard. Landscaped private roof
terraces provide high quality amenity spaces for residents and soften the building’s form and appearance from
Parnell Road, while the taller element of 9 storeys contributes a prominent and distinctive corner at the junction
of the public space and pedestrian street.
The block has two access cores, with the taller block part accessed by a wide external deck to the western
elevation, which has a vertical privacy screen that is designed to omit any overlooking of the adjoining houses
on Parnell Road.
A communal room with landscaped roof terrace is located on the roof of the 3 storey element and accessed from
the main staircore. This space is south facing, with good orientation and overlooks the pedestrian street and
public spaces.
The materiality of the block is broken down into the primary brick elements, with rough cast render balconies and
‘infill’ facades creating a clear material identity for the scheme with Block C.
The maintaining of privacy and amenity of existing rear gardens is a primary issue for the design of Block B, in
particular the gardens to the rear of No.s 1-8a Parnell Road, which are located to the west/north-west of the
building.
Apartments within the east block of Block B are generally orientated east, overlooking the public space with Block
A. These apartments are accessed via a short external pedestrian walkway which in excess of 40m from the
nearest rear garden. Notwithstanding this, a timber privacy screen has been designed for this facade which
prevents direct overlooking, while adding an additional architectural element which provides additional wind and
rain protection to residents and enlivens the elevation.
The lower 5 storey west block, which is closer to the gardens (approx 10m distance from the nearest garden),
also incorporates the timber screen. This facilitates the provision of balconies on the west elevation, which are
open to the south and screened to prevent overlooking of the nearby gardens. They also provide an attractive
facade when viewed from the rear gardens.
The screens are designed to be part open and closed, allowing full daylight penetration above eye level and
views to the sky. They have no meaningful impact on daylight levels to these apartments and are only applied to
balconies above ground floor level.
The screens are constructed of angled vertical timber latts fitted into a recessed metal frame, giving a semitransparent effect when viewed from the public open spaces, but will read as solid when viewed from the rear
gardens. Daylight / sunlight will be able to pass through the screens, but there will be no view through the screens
to the any adjoining rear gardens or private amenity.
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Fig. 11 – CGI view of west
elevation
facing
rear
gardens of Nos 1-8 Parnell
Road

Item 9 - A report addressing the matters raised in report of the Dublin City Council Transportation Department,
dated 16/12/2021.
Response:
Please refer to the submitted Traffic & Transport Assessment (TTA) prepared by DBFL Consulting Engineers
(section 9 of same) which provides a full response to the matters raised in report of the Dublin City Council
Transportation Department
Item 10 - A servicing and operational management plan, to include the requirements of the proposed creche and
retail unit on the site. The plan should be accompanied by swept path analysis to demonstrate that emergency
and service vehicle requirements can be accommodated and that the prospective applicants are entitled to carry
out any necessary works in this regard. Access and set-down arrangements from the proposed creche should be
clearly identified.
Response:
This application is accompanied by a Property Management Strategy and an Operational Waste Management
Plan, as well as the above mentioned TTA, these three documents outline how the creche and retail unit will be
serviced. In addition, swept path drawings for waste management vehicles have been prepared, and are shown
in DBFL drawings no. 200029-DBFL-RD-SP-DR-C-1210. This operation will take place within the subject site and
not on Harold’s Cross Road. A mini-roundabout has been included in the design, with a turning head to enable
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refuse vehicles to turn and carry out the waste collection at the loading bays. The impact on the Core Bus Corridor
along Harold’s Cross Road would be minimal, as the operation would take place fully within the site.
Item 11 - An operational waste management plan demonstrating how refuse / bin collection can be facilitated
without impacting on the operation of the adjoining road network, and in particular the adjoining bus corridor. The
plan should identify bin storage and collection staging areas, which should not obstruct or interfere with pedestrian
movement along the adjoining roads and footpaths.
Response:
AWN has prepared the submitted Operational Waste Management Plan (OWMP) – please refer to same. It should
be noted that no refuse collections will occur on/along Harold’s Cross Road. All servicing and collection
arrangements associated with the proposed development will occur internally to the application site with the
relevant auto-tracking to ensure same can be facilitated undertaken and submitted as part of the engineering
details prepared by DBFL Consulting Engineers including drawing no. 1210 “Vehicle Manoeuvres”. A loading and
set down area is accommodated inside the site off Harold’s Cross Road adjacent to Block A.
All bins from the proposed development will be brought to a staging area by the waste contractor or facilities
management prior to their respective collections. Bins will be returned to their respective Waste Storage Area
(WSAs) immediately following collection. The staging area is located adjacent to the roundabout between Blocks
A and B. The basement level carpark is insufficient in height for a refuse truck to access, therefore all waste will
be collected at grade. A tracking exercise for waste vehicles is included in Appendix 1 of the submitted OWMP.
The staging area is such that it will not obstruct traffic or pedestrians (allowing a footway path of at least 1.8m, the
space needed for two wheelchairs to pass each other) as is recommended in the Design Manual for Urban Roads
and Streets (2019) 22.
It is recommended that bin collection times/days are staggered to reduce the number of bins required to be
emptied at once and the time the waste vehicle is onsite. This will be determined during the process of appointment
of a waste contractor.
Please refer to the aforementioned documents for further details.

Item 12 - A report addressing the matters raised in report of the Dublin City Council Engineering Department –
Drainage Division, dated 14/12/2022. Application documentation should also clearly identify existing drains /
sewers traversing the site and their relationship with the proposed development. Any associated maintenance
requirements, including any required building set-back or landscaping arrangements should be identified.
Response:
DBFL Consulting Engineers have prepared all of the submitted drainage proposals and in Appendix H of their
Infrastructure Design Report, a full response to the matters raised in report of the Dublin City Council Engineering
Department – Drainage Division is provided – please refer to same
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Item 13 - A report that specifically addresses the proposed materials and finishes to the scheme, including specific
detailing of external finishes, landscaping and paving, pathways, entrances and boundary treatments. Particular
regard should be had to the requirement to provide high quality, durable and sustainable finishes which have
regard to the context of the site.
Response:
Please refer to the submitted Delphi Design Architectural Design Statement and Landscape Design Report
prepared by KFLA for details of all proposed materials and finishes.
Item 14 - A Building Lifecycle Report in accordance with section 6.13 of the Sustainable Urban Housing, Design
Standards for New Apartments, Guidelines for Planning Authorities (2020) guidelines which should consider
external materials on all elevations. The report shall also address the management and maintenance of public
spaces and access routes to the development.
Response:
A Building Life Cycle report prepared by Delphi Design has been prepared and is submitted as a separate
document – please refer to same.
A Property Management Strategy report is also submitted.

Item 15 - The information referred to in article 299B(1)(b)(ii)(II) and article 299B(1)(c) of the Planning and
Development Regulations 2001-2018 unless it is proposed to submit an EIAR at application stage.
Response:
AWN Consulting has prepared the submitted Environmental Impact Assessment Screening Report and article
299B(1)(b)(ii)(II) and article 299B(1)(c) Statement – please refer to same.
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3.0

Prescribed Bodies

3.1
Finally, the Board’s Opinion set out the statutory bodies to be notified of the making an application. A
copy of the current application will be sent to the prescribed bodies identified by the Board as follows:
1.

Irish Water

2.

Dublin City Childcare Committee

3.

NTA

4.

Minister of Housing, Local Government and Heritage

5.

Heritage Council

6.

An Taisce

Each of these prescribed bodies has been provided with a copy of the application as required.
Prior to the submission of the application, each of the above named prescribed bodies were contacted directly
and asked if, given the Covid-19 pandemic and associated working restrictions related to same, 1 no. digital copy
only of the application would be sufficient for their assessment of the application. It should be noted that each of
the prescribed bodies have been sent a softcopy of the application only (i.e. usb) as well as an email link to the
dedicated website set up for this application.

4.0

Conclusion

It is considered that the application now submitted to An Bord Pleanála for assessment appropriately addresses
all the issues raised at the pre-application consultation, and in the Opinion, and contains all of the requested
items of specific additional information as appropriate. Having regard to relevant national, regional, and local
planning policy, the zoning objectives attached to the site, the contextual location of the site, the development
now put forward for permission is considered to represent a sustainable development and efficient use of a
zoned, urban, infill site for new residential development.
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APPENDIX
Copy of An Bord Pleanála Notice of Pre-Application Consultation Opinion Ref. ABP-312081-21
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Case Reference:
ABP-312081-21

Planning and Development (Housing) and Residential Tenancies Act 2016
Notice of Pre-Application Consultation Opinion

Proposed Development: Demolition of existing buildings on site, construction of 194
no. apartments, creche and associated site works. Lands at "Harold's Bridge
Court", Harold's Cross Road and Greenmount Lane, Harold's Cross, Dublin 6W.

An Bord Pleanála has considered the issues raised in the pre-application consultation
process and, having regard to the consultation meeting and the submission of the planning
authority, is of the opinion that the documents submitted with the request to enter into
consultations require further consideration and amendment to constitute a reasonable
basis for an application for strategic housing development.
An Bord Pleanála considers that the following issues need to be addressed in the
documents submitted that could result in them constituting a reasonable basis for an
application for strategic housing development.

1. Further consideration of, and possible amendment to the documents submitted with
regard to compliance with the zoning objectives relating to this site. In this regard,
the documentation should include a detailed statement of consistency and planning
rationale, clearly outlining how in the prospective applicant’s opinion, the proposed
development is in compliance with local planning policies having specific regard to
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the Z6 zoning objective relating to the site – ‘to provide for the creation and
protection of enterprise and facilitate opportunities for employment creation’.
Justification for the principle of the proposed development on lands zoned Z6 should
have regard to the specific policies and principles of the Development Plan which
state, inter alia, that
“A range of other uses including residential, local support businesses, are open
for consideration on lands zoned Z6 but are seen as subsidiary to their primary
use as employment zones. The incorporation of other uses, such as residential,
recreation, and retail uses, will be at an appropriate ratio where they are
subsidiary to the main employment generating uses and shall not conflict with
the primary land-use zoning objective, …”
“Any redevelopment proposals should ensure that the employment element
should be in excess of that on site prior to re-development in terms of the
numbers employed and/or floor space.”
This may require possible amendment to the documents and/or design proposals
submitted.
Furthermore, Pursuant to article 285(5)(b) of the Planning and Development (Strategic
Housing Development) Regulations 2017, the prospective applicant is hereby notified that,
in addition to the requirements as specified in articles 297 and 298 of the Planning and
Development (Strategic Housing Development) Regulations 2017, the following specific
information should be submitted with any application for permission:
1.

A detailed Housing Quality Assessment, demonstrating compliance with relevant
development standards. The application should clearly identify those dwelling units
indicated as dual aspect units.

2.

An updated and complete Townscape and Visual Impact Assessment, and updated
CGS’s, which should have regard to final proposed materials and finishes. Such
assessment should take account of the reduced screening effects of any foliage /
vegetation in winter months.

3.

Proposed pedestrian and cycle connections to adjoining public roads should be
clearly identified. The application should demonstrate that the building set-back
provides for satisfactory levels of pedestrian provision along Greenfield Lane.
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4.

Details of areas intended to be taken in charge by the local authority.

5.

The application should include a comprehensive daylight and sunlight assessment
examining the proposed dwelling units and amenity / open spaces, as well as
potential impacts on daylight and sunlight to adjoining properties. In preparing such
assessment regard should be had to the provisions of section 3.2 of the Urban
Development and Building Heights Guidelines for Planning Authorities (2018) and to
the approach outlined in guides like the BRE ‘Site Layout Planning for Daylight and
Sunlight’ (2nd edition) or BS 8206-2: 2008 – ‘Lighting for Buildings – Part 2: Code of
Practice for Daylighting’.
The assessment should provide a comprehensive view of the performance of the
entire development in respect of daylight provision. Where any alternative,
compensatory design solutions in respect of daylight are proposed, these should be
clearly identified and justified, and their effect appropriately described and / or
quantified. The assessment should demonstrate that due regard was had to any
screening to balconies or windows proposed to address potential overlooking of
adjoining properties.

6.

Further consideration with regard to the relationship of the proposed development
with adjoining lands to the north and south. It should be demonstrated that the
proposed development would not prejudice any future development / redevelopment
of those lands, having particular regard to the proximity of Blocks B and C, and
associated windows and balconies, to the northern and southern site boundaries.

7.

The application should provide detailed section drawings and other visualisations
clearly describing the relationship with adjoining residential properties and
demonstrating how the development will address potential overlooking and
overbearing impacts thereon, having regard to the transition in heights between the
development its surroundings. Particular regard should be had to the relationship with
properties on Limekiln Lane and Boyne Court.

8.

With regard to Block B, further detail should be provided with regard to proposed
screens to windows and balconies to address potential overlooking of properties on
Parnell Road. Such detail should address the nature, function and effectiveness of
the proposed screens as well as an assessment of their impact on the quality, value
and daylighting of these residential amenity spaces.
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9.

A report addressing the matters raised in report of the Dublin City Council
Transportation Department, dated 16/12/2021.

10. A servicing and operational management plan, to include the requirements of the
proposed creche and retail unit on the site. The plan should be accompanied by
swept path analysis to demonstrate that emergency and service vehicle requirements
can be accommodated and that the prospective applicants are entitled to carry out
any necessary works in this regard. Access and set-down arrangements from the
proposed creche should be clearly identified.
11. An operational waste management plan demonstrating how refuse / bin collection can
be facilitated without impacting on the operation of the adjoining road network, and in
particular the adjoining bus corridor. The plan should identify bin storage and
collection staging areas, which should not obstruct or interfere with pedestrian
movement along the adjoining roads and footpaths.
12. A report addressing the matters raised in report of the Dublin City Council
Engineering Department – Drainage Division, dated 14/12/2022. Application
documentation should also clearly identify existing drains / sewers traversing the site
and their relationship with the proposed development. Any associated maintenance
requirements, including any required building set-back or landscaping arrangements
should be identified.
13. A report that specifically addresses the proposed materials and finishes to the
scheme, including specific detailing of external finishes, landscaping and paving,
pathways, entrances and boundary treatments. Particular regard should be had to the
requirement to provide high quality, durable and sustainable finishes which have
regard to the context of the site.
14. A Building Lifecycle Report in accordance with section 6.13 of the Sustainable Urban
Housing, Design Standards for New Apartments, Guidelines for Planning Authorities
(2020) guidelines which should consider external materials on all elevations. The
report shall also address the management and maintenance of public spaces and
access routes to the development.
15. The information referred to in article 299B(1)(b)(ii)(II) and article 299B(1)(c) of the
Planning and Development Regulations 2001-2018 unless it is proposed to submit an
EIAR at application stage.
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Also, pursuant to article 285(5)(a) of the Planning and Development (Strategic Housing
Development) Regulations 2017, the prospective applicant is informed that the following
authorities should be notified in the event of the making of an application arising from this
notification in accordance with section 8(1)(b) of the Planning and Development (Housing)
and Residential Tenancies Act 2016, as amended:
1.

Irish Water

2.

Dublin City Childcare Committee

3.

NTA

4.

Minister of Housing, Local Government and Heritage

5.

Heritage Council

6.

An Taisce

PLEASE NOTE:
Under section 6(9) of the Planning and Development (Housing) and Residential Tenancies
Act 2016, as amended, neither the holding of a consultation under section 6, nor the
forming of an opinion under that section, shall prejudice the performance by the Board, or
the planning authority or authorities in whose area the proposed strategic housing
development would be situated, of any other of their respective functions under the
Planning and Development Acts 2000 to 2020 or any other enactment and cannot be relied
upon in the formal planning process or in legal proceedings.

_________________________
Stephen O’Sullivan
Assistant Director of Planning
April 2021
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